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Proposed solutions can be divided broadly into two categories: dualist solutions that maintain Descartes' rigid
distinction between the realm of consciousness and the realm of matter but give different answers for how the
two realms relate to each other; and monist solutions that maintain that there is really only one realm of being,
of which consciousness and matter are both aspects. One of the most popular Western theories is that of
Sigmund Freud, medical doctor and father of psychoanalytic theory. In contrast to the raw electrical responses
that do not correlate with consciousness, the modulation of these responses by other stimuli correlates
surprisingly well with an important aspect of consciousness: namely with the phenomenal experience of
stimulus intensity brightness, contrast. Within it is a model or concept that has withstood the many tests of
time. A person who does not accept this point of view is considered odd. In the latter case, we imagine other
people. However, this section is necessary to show how the extant descriptions follow from the three
components displayed in the first section, and to put it apart of alternative descriptions. This last then is prior;
and so generally. Thus, by speaking of "consciousness" we end up misleading ourselves by thinking that there
is any sort of thing as consciousness separated from behavioral and linguistic understandings. Inputs are
passed by the sensory organs to the pineal gland and from there to the immaterial spirit. Understanding that
consciousness and decision making each is an endless theme, in this paper I have attempted only a very
sketchy discussion of these concepts, only at the most abstract level, and only in the plane of their
relationships. This calls for the improvement of the decision making process even though such improvement
was not on the initial agenda of the analysts. The first influential philosopher to discuss this question
specifically was Descartes , and the answer he gave is known as Cartesian dualism. Vigotsky, L. To perceive
means to identify. This phrase had the figurative meaning of "knowing that one knows", as the modern
English word "conscious" does. The Incas, however, considered consciousness a progression not only of
awareness but of concern for others as well. In its earliest uses in the s, the English word "conscious" retained
the meaning of the Latin conscius. An alternative is to organize philosophical stances according to basic
issues. So, when we perceive , information about what we perceive is access conscious; when we introspect ,
information about our thoughts is access conscious; when we remember , information about the past is access
conscious, and so on. It can follow analysis; but it has no power of anticipating any analytical relations or
truths.


